


Desk system SINAC · Modular container  ORGA·PLUS
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„We build excellent products for modern offi ce 
environments. It’s of utmost importance for us to place 
the customers and their requirements at the centre of 
our own work. From planning and product development 
right through to the installation of the furniture 
produced the user always plays the paramount role for 
PALMBERG.”  
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1991 
Production 

start of 
offi ce furniture  

1990 
Foundation
PALMBERG

Möbel GmbH

1992
Modernisation 

throughout 
the company

2006
Foundation of 

PALMBERG
Schweiz AG

New 
production hall 

2008
with Flex 

production

Highly 
automated 

production plant 

2012
with laser

 technology
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Desk system  SYSTO·TEC
Cabinet system  SELECT



“Today’s professional offi ce planning requires a lot of 
know-how. Our daily challenge is to create working 
environments in an inspiring ambience meeting 
the needs of the user. A competent, dedicated and 
always motivated team of fi eld service and offi ce staff 
advises, designs and plans your new offi ce landscapes 
in cooperation with our authorised retail partners. 
Throughout all planning stages you are optimally kept 
informed both about the design and the commercial 
offers.” 
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505 
employees

540 
specialist dealers

including

31 
apprentices

15 %
quota of women
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33 
tractor units 
and  3 swap 

body vehicles

91 
semi-trailers

5 
million km

p.a. on the road
 for you

“The goods of our customers are so valuable for 
us that we do not pass them on to other hands. 
In order to deliver our furniture to the recipient 
safely and on schedule, we transport them Europe-
wide with our own fl eet of vehicles. The use of 
a telematics system allows PALMBERG accurate 
documentation of the temporal sequence of the 
deliveries. For one hundred percent just-in-time 
delivery is our goal.” 

Our working worlds are exclusively distributed 
nationwide and to the neighbouring countries 
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Austria and 
Switzerland through an extensive network of 
specialist dealers.  

21
trucks daily leave 

the factory 
with our 
products

105
routes 

per week
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Floating door cabinet PRISMA 2



“It’s our daily task to design innovative working environ-
ments that are fi t for future needs and adapt to the new 
forms of working and communication in a constantly 
changing world of work. As a think tank of new offi ce 
concepts, our development department is oriented both 
towards the demanding requirements of modern wor-
king environments and uncompromising quality. In addi-
tion, suppliers and partners are selected with reference 
to a large number of specifi c features, particularly inclu-
ding, along with quality, criteria from the fi elds of envi-
ronmental protection and social responsibility. This way 
we become your specialist for modern and ergonomic 
offi ce furnishings and offer you the suitable products for 
further optimisation of your workfl ows.”   
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IF
Product 

Design Award

Red Dot
Design Award

2011

LEVEL
Certifi cation

QUALITY 
OFFICE

3
Cabinet 
systems

8
Workplace 

systems

Construction detail PALMA, Design: Thomas Katschke/Katschke Industriedesign, Bremen



“For PALMBERG sustainable thinking and acting has be-
come an integral part of the own corporate philosophy and 
is practically applied in every division of the company. All 
PALMBERG products are subject to the strict requirements 
of Quality Management ISO 9001:2008 combined with 
Environmental Management ISO 14001:2004, Occupational 
Health and Safety Management BS OHSAS 18001:2007 
and Eco-Audit Regulation (EC) No 1221:2009 (EMAS III). 
Since 2015 PALMBERG has assumed responsibility for the 
environment by implementing the Energy Management 
System ISO 50001:2011.” 
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ISO 9001:2008
Quality 

Management 
System

ISO 14001:2004
Environmental 
Management

System

BS OHSAS 
18001:2007
Occupational 
Health and 

Safety Management 
System

No 1221:2009
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Management 
System 
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Desk system SINAC
Filing shelves PRISMA 2
Partition system TERIO PLUS



“As a customer you are 
entitled to expect furniture 
that meets the high, modern 
standards of the offi ce segment. PALMBERG 
there fore produces in one of the most modern 
offi ce furniture plants in Europe. A fl exible and 
state-of-the-art production allows for a custom-
made cutting for any spatial situation.” 

25,000 sqm
roofed 

production area

10,000
order-related 

components daily

4,000
different frame 

parts

700 
desks 
daily

800 
cabinets 

daily

300
containers 

daily

3
reception counters 

daily
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“The wish list of our customers is often so individual 
that some of the requirements cannot always be 
covered by a product available from our ranges. In 
our Custom Production Department we therefore 
manufacture special offi ce ideas and adapt our 
products to our customers’ requests and the 
respective situations, spaces and projects.” 
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The department 
Custom Production is 

780 sqm 
in area 

Finish
for veneer and 

frame parts 

Batch size 

1 
principle

15-20%
of all furniture 
produced are 

custom solutions

Meeting table PALMEGA
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Desk system SYSTO·TEC 
Cabinet range PRISMA 2
Partition system TERIO PLUS
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“Service is not only a term at PALMBERG, but common 
practice of the corporate policy. From needs analysis on 
the spot, development and design of modern working 
worlds through to after-sales service in the case of 
extensions, alterations and repairs, along with long-term 
warranty services we offer our customers a professional 
service package, so that you enjoy going to the offi ce 
and simply feel comfortable.” 

own custom 
production

individual needs 
analysis on the spot 

after-sales
service

competent consulting 
by specially trained 
offi ce planners and
 interior designers

complaint 
management 

via our 
customer 
service

professional room 
planning according 

to ergonomic 
working guidelines

fast and fl exible
 factory 

customer support

practical training 
on products and 

assembly for 
specialist dealers



Reception counter CASUS 
Cabinet system COMPONA
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Experience comfortable working worlds in our show-
rooms and fi nd inspirations for your offi ce plans. In 
easily accessible exhibitions we offer our specialist retail 
partners, interested end customers and architects the 
opportunity to give free rein to their creativity in the 
matter of workplace arrangement. You can expect to 
experience innovative design with the chance to touch 
and maximum functionality to try out. 

Schönberg

Frankfurt

Hamburg

München

Berlin

Stuttgart

Düsseldorf

Netherlands

Switzerland



Architecture is omnipresent. Buildings serve as a 
catalyst for change – both outside and inside. We, the 
PALMBERG people, have made it our business to fi ll the 
constructed workspace and its architecture with life. 
Space is more for us than just four walls for working. 
We analyse and interpret our customers’ needs and 
expectations in order to reach best results in a joint, 
creative process. This way we form an offi ce architecture 
which has a positive impact on wellbeing and combines 
various functions and whose relevant single parts are in 
constant interrelationship.  
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AIDA Cruises · Rostock



Desk system SINAC 
Partition system TERIO PLUS
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